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1. the string charges should be conserved [2] ,
2. the forces from each string tensions should be balanced [3] ,
In this short note, we will attempt to give a simplified derivation of BPS condition from M-theory viewpoint [8] . BPS configuration of M-theory (or more exactly supermembrane) was discussed by using κ-symmetry [9] when target space is Calabi-Yau manifold. For the toroidal target space, it was examined in [10] in the light cone gauge and found that the supersymmetric configurations are essentially restricted to double dimensional reduction of the string BPS configuration, namely holomorphic map in two directions and trivial winding in third direction. 2 We show that the requirement of holomorphy directly gives the BPS condition discussed above.
Recall that the (p, q) string is described in M theory as a membrane winding q (resp. p) times in X 11 (resp. X 9 ) direction. Namely if we parametrize the spatial part of the world volume of membrane by σ 1 , σ 2 where the winding direction described by σ 2 , the boudary condition is given as,
The string junction is then described as a "pants" diagram ( Fig.2 left) . In the infinite leg limit, this diagram is holomophically equivalent to a sphere with three punctures (Fig.2 right) We take a holomorphic coordinate ζ on 
where
This embedding does not look like holomorphic as long as we take W and Z as holomorphic variables. Our strategy is to replace it by an appropriate complex structure in this four dimensional target space such that the above embedding becomes holomorphic. This condition actually gives overconstrained system of equations and the BPS conditions (1), (2) becomes conditions where they have solutions. We write two complex numbers W, Z as four dimensional vector, Y = (X 11 , X 9 , X 1 , X 2 ) t and let J be a complex structure described by four by four matrix satisfying,
Cauchy-Riemann relation can be written as,
where we choose a particular holomorphic coordinate of the original Riemann sphere ζ = σ 1 +iσ 2 . At the asymptotic region, we may replace them byσ
One may write J as
The conditions (5) reduce to following conditions on m,
Since matrix m now belongs to O(2), one can immediately recognize that Cauchy-Riemann relation gives
Namely, up to rotation and parity in X 1 -X 2 plane, the spacial orientation of each string is determined from its charge (p, q). This condition seems stronger than the requirement (2). However, as observed in [6] they are equivalent. Finally, the charge conservation (1) comes from the integration,
where C i is a circle which surrounds the point ζ = ζ i . Although we used only the asymptotic behaviour of the embedding, it is obvious that such embedding exits globally from the very nature of holomorphy. This completes our derivation of BPS condition. At this point, it is obvious to extend our analysis to n-string junction or "string network" discussed by Sen [6] (the holomophic map of a Riemann surface with n punctures).
After we finished our computation, we saw a paper [12] which discuss the string junction in the similar line.
